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ABSTRACT Although researchers suggest that a systems approach is required to make meaningful advances in the
U.S. psychological health care system for service members, limited research has considered such an approach. This
research uses an enterprise architecting framework to identify the system's strengths and areas for opportunity as they
relate to the Ecosystem, Stakeholders, Strategy, Process, Organization, Knowledge, Information, and Infrastructure.
Codifying qualitative data from publicly available U.S. Defense Health Agency and U.S. Service Branch doctrine,
policy guidance, and concepts of operations, our findings indicate that the psychological health care system is strongly
process-oriented and mentions a variety of key stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities in the enterprise.
Potential opportunities of improvement for the system include a stronger emphasis on the development and transfer
of knowledge capabilities, and a stronger information-based infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Defense Health Agency (DHA) faces an increasing
demand for psychological health care among its popula
tion.1^’ To address increase, the Department of Defence
(DoD) Task Force on Mental Health stated that a full contin
uum of psychological health care was needed and should
be achieved using a systematic approach.4 Taking a systems
approach to the U.S. military psychological health enterprise
(MPHE) is ideal because of the multilevel structure of the
DHA and individual U.S. Service Branches and the comor
bidities associated with psychological health.
The present study uses enterprise architecting (EA) to
compare the current MPHE to an ideal service member/familycentered health enterprise design. EA is a systems approach
to design, evaluate, and select a preferred future state enter
prise structure to realize its value proposition and desired
behaviors.5 Using Nightingale and Rhodes' architecting
approach to assess the enterprise, we reduce the complexity of
the enterprise to its dominant elements for understandability
and comparison to the ideal state. We examine the MPHE
through 10 EA elements, including the ecosystem, stake
holders, process, and information, in order to derive a holistic
view of MPHE and how it can be improved to become more
service member/family-centric.
In addition to illustrating the applicability of EA to describe
and identify improvements for the MPHE, we contribute to
the study of enterprises and EA. First, previous EA studies
have primarily used interview data to describe the current state
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of a targeted enterprise.6 Although this approach yields rich
enterprise descriptions,5 it is largely dependent on the avail
ability and perceptions of the interviewed experts. Thus, this
study uses qualitative data from secondary sources (policy,
concept of operations and military health guidance documenta
tion) and quantitative data analysis techniques7 to gain insights
about the current state of the MPHE. Second, researchers rec
ommend describing how the relationships at one level of an
enterprise may be applicable to other levels.8 In this research,
we apply EA to a multilevel enterprise by examining how the
macrolevel of the MPHE (controlled by the DHA) relates to
the mesolevel of the MPHE (controlled by the individual U.S.
Military Service Branches). The following sections provide
background information on EA, contextual information about
the MPHE, our analysis methods, findings, and discussion
of practical implications and future research.

BACKGROUND
An enterprise is a “goal-directed organization of resources—
human, information, financial, and physical— and activities,
usually of significant operational scope, complication, risk,
and duration. Enterprises can range from coiporations, to
supply chains, to markets, to governments, to economies.”9
Enterprise studies have been traditionally conducted through a
single view of the enterprise, for example, studying the orga
nizational structure or the information technology architecture.
More recent enterprise analyses have considered multi
disciplinary views. In particular, the EA approach developed
by Nightingale and Rhodes5 notes that greater perspective
of an enterprise can be gained by using “view elements”
to assess the enterprise, as illustrated in Figure 1. The view
elements are as follows:
(1) Strategy: The vision, strategic goals, business model,
and enterprise level metrics.
(2) Process: Core, leadership, lifecycle, and enabling
processes by which the enterprise creates value for
its stakeholders.
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Although there are several approaches to EA, we use the
Nightingale and Rhodes framework for this study. Previous
research has illustrated the comprehensiveness of this frame
work compared to others.10 Some of the most popular EA
approaches include The Open Group Architecture Frame
work" and DoD Architecture Framework.12 These approaches
have an information technology focus and do not explicitly
consider other critical components of an enterprise such as the
enterprise’s strategy, processes, or services. As Table I summa
rizes, the Nightingale and Rhodes framework view elements
are inclusionary of the elements captured in several classic
frameworks, including Van de Ven’s13 framework for organi
zational assessment and Tushman and Nadler’s15 classic infor
mation processing organizational design.
The Nightingale and Rhodes framework considers both
social and technical system factors to reduce the complexity
of the enterprise to these view elements, thus making our
understanding of the current state and planning for the future
state more feasible.5 For example, changes to health care sys
tems tend to result in unintended consequences because of
the interplay between the change and the existing social and
technical systems, including work processes, organizational
culture and social interactions, and information technolo
gies."1 The Nightingale and Rhodes framework considers all
of these elements, making it a particularly useful approach for
assessing the current state of the MPHE before additional
changes being made.

(3) Organization: The culture, organizational structure, and
the underlying social network of the enterprise.
(4) Knowledge: The competencies, explicit and tacit knowl
edge, and intellectual property resident in the enterprise.
(5) Information: The available information required by the
enterprise to perform its mission and operate effectively.
(6) Infrastructure: Systems and information technology,
communications technology, and physical facilities that
enable enterprise performance.
(7) Product: The products that the enterprise acquires, markets,
develops, manufactures, and/or distributes to stakeholders.
(8) Services: The offerings derived from enterprise knowl
edge, skills, and competences that deliver value to stake
holders, including support of products.

RESEARCH METHODS
Figure 2 provides a summary of the methods used in this
study. First, we conducted a systematic review of secondary
sources from the macrolevel (i.e., DHA) and the mesolevel
fi.e., Army, Air Force, and Navy/Marine Corps) to assess
the current state of the MPHE.22 These sources included
policy, concept of operations, and military health guidance
documentation. For this analysis, Navy and Marine Coips
secondary sources were examined together because the Navy
provides medical care to both Navy and Marine Corps
personnel. Next, we completed coding analysis on the iden
tified secondary sources using the view elements as our key
coding themes. Finally, we developed display matrices to

In addition to the eight view elements, this framework
includes the ecosystem in which the enterprise exists, and
the stakeholders that are involved with the enterprise. The
ecosystem is exogenous to the enterprise, and stakeholders
are individuals and groups who contribute to or benefit from
the enterprise.5
TABLE I.

Comparing Views to Classic Organizational Frameworks10
EA Views

Organization Assessment Framework13
Multilevel Congruence Theory of Organization14
Information Processing Organization Design15
Congruence Framework for Organization Analysis16
7-S Framework17
Congruence Perspective of Organizational Design18
Organization Information Requirements19
Generalized Process Model of Organizations20

I
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X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

7

8

(1) Strategy; (2) Process; (3) Organization; (4) Knowledge; (5) Information; (6) Infrastructure; (7) Product; (S) Services.
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Summary of research methods.

illustrate the similarities and differences across view ele
ments and levels of the MPHE. The following sections
describe these methods in more detail.

Step 1: Document Identification
Table II summarizes detailed, formal protocol used to iden
tify the documents to review and a set of a priori criteria to
assess the quality of the set of selected documents.22
Out of this search, 60 relevant documents were identified,
which were then analyzed using the exclusion criteria. From
the exclusion criteria, the 60 documents were reduced to a
final collection of 32 documents that was closely associated
with the topic of interest, psychological health. Table III
summarizes the final list of 32 documents.

Step 2: Qualitative Coding
Using qualitative coding, response segments from the 32 docu
ments were coded in order to assist in making replicable and
TABLE II.
Search Strategy
Exclusion Criteria
Keywords

Databases

900

Step 3. Analyse Findings and Identify
Areas for Future State Improvement

valid inferences from the data. To code the response seg
ments, we used an abductive qualitative coding approach. A
combination of deduction and induction,23 abductive coding
allowed us to code starting with a deductive list of the view
elements as our primary themes, Ecosystem, Stakeholder,
Strategy, Process, Organization, Knowledge, Information and
Infrastructure.5 For each view element, there are components21 that were labeled as the subthemes, and within each
subtheme, there were examples that formed the individual
codes. These individual codes were allowed to emerge induc
tively. Table IV shows the hierarchy of the coding system.
One of the authors served as the primary coder and itera
tively coded the data, whereas two of the authors served as
informal auditors of the coding process, making suggestions
to refine the coding throughout the process. MaxQDA was
used to manage the coding process. Approximately 10 cod
ing iterations between the primary coder and informal audi
tors were used to yield the final results presented here.

Systematic Documentation Review Protocol

Search the identified databases by specific keywords
A Eocument Will be Excluded From the Systematic Review of MPHE Documents If the Majority of the
Document Does Not Address Psychological Health Remove Any Duplicates
(1) Mental
(2) Behavioral
(3) Psychological
(4) PTSD
(5) TB1
(6) Care Delivery
(7) Retention
(8) Resources
(9) Staffing
(10) Depression
(11) Anxiety
(12) Deployment
(13) Mental Health Provider
(14) Mental Health Professional
(1) The Health Affairs Policies & Guidelines Portal Which is a Repository Maintained on the Military
Health System’s Site That Allows Users to Search for Policies and Guidelines Ranging Back to 1992,
(2) The Navy Medicine (BUMED), ARMY Medicine, and Air Force Medical Portals
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TABLE III.
O rganizatio n Level

Final List of Documents Identified for Analysis

T itle

D escription

M acro

A rm y _ M ed icin e_ 2 0 2 0 _ S trateg y

Strategic E nabling O bjectives

M acro

2 0 1 2 _ M H S _ S ta k e h o ld ers_ R e p o rt-120207

T his strategy is a call to action that contains the vision, strategic

M acro

D H IM S _ B H M o d u le

T he B ehavioral H ealth M odule team took a step forw ard on M arch 14,

im peratives and w ay ahead fo r A rm y M edicine
laun ch in g system q ualification testing to allow m em bers o f the A rm y,
A ir Force, N avy, and D efense C enters o f E xcellence for Psychological
H ealth to ev alu ate the W eb-based tool before its dep lo y m en t to the
behavioral health com m unity
M acro

M edical Situational A w aren ess in the T h eater

M S A T provides a c om m on operating p icture and decision support
capability fo r assisting staff in assessing risks, m itigating operational
vulnerabilities and allocating scarce com bat resources d uring the
p lanning and con d u ctin g o f operations

M acro

IM IT _ S tra te g ic _ P la n _ 2 0 10-2015 _ B ro ch u re_
F in a l_ Ja n u ary _ 2 0 10

D eveloping and e x ecuting a successful strategy requires initiatives that
w ill c lose the gap betw een o u r current state and o u r future state vision.
D uring o u r strategic p lanning w orkshops, functional and technical
leaders o f the 1M/IT com m unity drafted 13 uniq u e action plans,
w ith an e xecutive o w n e r and action plan o w n er being assigned to
each plan. In o rd er to d evelop a realistic focus fo r these plans, action
plan team s developed an initial set o f deliverables, m ilestones and
strategies for each o f the 13 plans, ackno w led g in g the assum ption
that additional initiatives w ould be identified as w e fu rth er m ature
o u r o bjectives u n d e r each goal

M acro

D oD V A P T S D Sum m ary

T his 2010 V A /D oD P ost-T raum atic Stress G uid elin e U p d ate builds on
the V A /D oD C linical P ractice G uideline for the M anagem ent o f
P o st-T raum atic Stress published in 2004. T h e goal o f this u p d a te is to
integrate the results o f recent research and update the recom m endations
o f the original guideline to reflect the current kno w led g e o f effective
treatm ent interventions

M acro

9 7-017 (P olicy fo r P o st-D ep lo y m en t M ental

M acro

9 7 -0 4 6 (C larification o f M ental H ealth

M odification regarding the p sychological screening procedure

H ealth Screen in g in the B o sn ian T heater)
U tilization R eview P olicies)
M acro

9 8 -0 4 6 (P olicy fo r T ran sitio n to the SA IC
M ental H ealth U tilizatio n R ev iew C riteria)

T his m em orandum provides clarification fo r tw o areas w here policy
interpretation has been inconsistent
T his m em orandum establishes O ffice o f the A ssistant Secretary o f
D efense (H ealth A ffairs) (O A S D (H A )) policy for the M ilitary H ealth
S ystem (M H S ) regarding the new SA IC utilization review (U R )
criteria as the sole m ental health U R tool for b oth direct care
providers as w ell as m anaged care su pport contractors in all
future contracts

M acro

0 1 -0 1 6 (P sy ch o lo g ical A utopsies)

T he purpose o f psychological autopsies is to assist in asserting the
m an n er o f death

M acro

0 3 -0 0 9 (P olicy fo r Individual M ed ical R eadiness)

T he D epartm ents overall readiness to accom plish any m ission is

M acro

0 3 -0 1 0 (M H S M easures fo r Success)

T h e M H S sen io r leadership recently c o m pleted a set o f perform ance

M acro

G u id e lin e _ l 1_07_2006 (P olicy G u id an ce for

P rovides guidance on d e ploym ent and c o n tinued service for m ilitary

g reatest w hen each service m em ber is fully m edically ready
m easures a ligned w ith th eir strategic objectives
D ep lo y m en t Lim iting P sy ch iatric C on d itio n s

service personnel

an d M edications)
M acro

05-011 (P ost D ep lo y m en t H ealth R eassessm ent)

R esearch has indicated that health c oncerns regarding m ental health

M acro

G u id elin e_ 10-29-2007 (C linical G u id an ce for
M ild T B I)

M ild TB I is a serious health concern for all service m em bers.

M acro

0 7 -0 2 2 (T ricare Prim e A ccess Standards)

R ecom m endations by the D oD task force on im provem ents to access
to m ental health care

M acro

0 7 -0 3 0 (T B I D efin itio n s and R eporting)

T o ensure accurate identification o f TB I. p ro p e r identification and

M acro

G u id elin e_ 5 -2 8 -2 0 0 8 (B aseline Pre D ep lo y m ent

G uidance on how to reassess the neurocognitive state o f a service

M acro

08-003 (P olicies fo r C o n d u ctin g S u rv ey s and

are identified several m onths follow ing return from d eploym ent
T o m itigate the c oncerns o f m T B I, the b est clinical p ractices
m ust be used

d ocum entation o f T B I needs to be in place
N eu ro co g n itiv e F unctional A ssessm ent)
S tudies in the M H S )

m e m b e r before returning to active duty
Instructions on steps to be taken w hen c onducting surveys at any
M H S facility

(continued)
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T A B L E III.

Organization Level

Title

Macro

Guideline_3_9_2009 (Diplomat Pay for
Psychologists and Board Certification Pay
for Non-Physician Health Care Providers)

Macro

10-005 (Mental Health Assessments for Members
of the Armed Forces Deployed in Connection
with a Contingency Operation)
12-003 (Guidance for Providers Prescribing
Atypical Antipsychotic Medication)
12-006 (DoD Instructions for Directors of
Psychological Health)

Macro
Macro

MesoVArmy

Meso\Navy

ARMY 2010 OPORD 10-7028CBHSOC-CP29
CORRECTED (USAMEDCOM Comprehensive
Behavioral Health System Of Care Campaign)
AFI44-172 (Guidance Memorandum to Air Force
Instruction (AFT) 44-172. Mental Health)
BMI 6320.97 (BUMED INSTRUCTION 6320.97)

Meso\Navy

BMI 6320.80 (BUMED INSTRUCTION 6320.80)

Meso\Navy

BMI 6320.70 (BUMED INSTRUCTION 6320.70)

MesoVNavy

SECNAV 6320_24a (SECNAV INSTRUCTION
6320.24A)

Meso\Navy

NAVMED POLICY 07-021 (Policy Guidance
For TBI Reporting and Definition)
BUMED 6300_19 (PRIMARY CARE SERVICES
IN NAVY MEDICINE)

MesoVAir Force

Meso\Navy

MesoNNavy

Navy Medicine Charted Course_FINALversion

Step 3: Quantitative Synthesis of Qualitative Codes
After coding, we determined frequency count for each code
within each view element. Table V summarizes the top
codes for each view element. Because of space constraints,
we focus our discussion of results on the view elements that
generated the greatest and fewest code occurrences for the
macrolevel and mesolevel of analysis. Findings based on the
most frequent codes found in the current state analysis are
used to develop recommendations for future state EA of
the MPHE.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Macrolevel Analysis
At the macrolevel (Fig. 3), Stakeholder is the best repre
sented view element (with 112 occurrences), followed
closely by Process (with 108 occurrences). Organization and

902

Continued

Description
This memorandum promulgates policy guidance for the implementation
of Non-Physician Health Care Provider Board Certified Pay (NPBCP)
for Army, Navy, and Air Force officers designated as Psychologists
and Non-Physician Health Care Providers
Guidance for complying with the legislation on mental health assessment

Guidance for Providers Prescribing Atypical Antipsychotic Medication
Establishes policy, assigns responsibilities, and prescribes procedures
to ensure visible leadership and advocacy for the psychological
health and mental health disease and injury
Description of USAMEDCOM Behavioral Health System Of
Care Campaign
This is an Air Force Guidance Memorandum immediately changing
AFI 44-172, Mental Health
To establish consistent quality care standards for staffing and
management of Navy intensive care units (lCUs) throughout
the enterprise
To set forth guidance concerning organization, staffing, professional
qualifications of personnel assigned, and triage procedures mandated
for the safe and efficient operation of emergency medical systems
(EMS)
To establish guidance for involvement in the Family Advocacy Program
for naval medical treatment facilities (MTF) and dental treatment
facilities (DTF)
To issue Department of Navy (DON) policy, assign responsibility, and
prescribe procedures per reference (a) for the referral, evaluation,
treatment, and administrative management of service members who
are directed by their commands for mental health evaluation and/or
assessment of risk for potentially dangerous behavior
Policy Guidance For TBI Reporting and Definition
To implement a new model of patient and family-centered health care
delivery for primary care that is team-based, comprehensive, and
designed to fully meet the complete primary care health and wellness
needs of our patients
Mission, priorities, vision, and strategic objectives of BUMED

Strategy are the next two elements that have significant
occurrences (51 and 45, respectively). The remaining ele
ments are represented the least, with Ecosystem and Infra
structure having three occurrences each.

Stakeholders
For Stakeholders, the top five codes were Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force, Navy, Army, and Reserve Affairs
(52 occurrences), Surgeon General of the Air Force, Navy,
and Army (9 occurrences), Secretary of the Air Force, Navy,
and Army (8 occurrences), and Primary care providers
(8 occurrences). The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force,
Navy, Army, and Reserve Affairs role is the most frequently
mentioned stakeholder role, in part, because the majority of
the macrolevel documents were memoranda addressed to
this role from the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
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Affairs. This suggests that the Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs and the Assistant Secretaries for each branch
of the U.S. Armed Services must communicate in order to
enact health-related policies, perhaps even more than the
communications needed between the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs and Surgeons General. The fre
quency with which the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force,
Navy, Army, and Reserve Affairs are cited in the documen
tation also suggests their importance in forming and
enforcing future policies and decisions for the MPHE. These
observations led us to the following proposition to inform
future state architecting for the MPHE:

TABLE IV.

Coding System Hierarchy'

Future State Architecting Recommendation 1

Given the current state documentation, the Assistant Secre
tary of the Air Force, Navy, Army, and Reserve Affairs are
key stakeholders of the MPHE. Therefore, any future state
architecting decisions should involve these roles early in the
architecting process.
Surgeon General of the Air Force, Navy, and Army, pri
mary care physicians and mental health providers are also
mentioned at the macrolevel, although less frequently
(8, 8 and 1 occurrences, respectively). For example, the
Surgeon General of the Air Force, Navy, and Army were
carbon copied on some memoranda,24 but not all.2:1 This
suggests that DHA at the macrolevel aims to guide or
instruct health providers from the operational or tactical side
of the MPHE hierarchy as opposed to communicating
directly to the mesolevel’s medical professionals. In such an
operationally driven organization like the DoD, this finding
is not surprising and may be ideal in future state documenta
tion as well. However, leadership should consider the poten
tial misalignment of having such distance between key
policies and its medical community; such distance may con
flict with the service member-centric, readiness aims of
the MPHE.26 In other words, it may be difficult for this
functionally siloed enterprise to truly achieve the service
member-centeredness it desires as functionally siloed organi
zations can inhibit communication.27 Thus, our recommen
dation aims to mitigate the current divide in targeting policy
to operationally focused as opposed to also targeting policy
to medically focused personnel.
Future State Architecting Recommendation 2

Given the current state documentation, the MPHE should
include both medical and line stakeholders in future docu
mentation, explaining their shared relationship and responsi
bility for the mental health of service members, to reinforce
the service member-centric, readiness aims of the MPHE.
Process

For process, the top codes were very specific to both preven
tative and acute mental health care processes. They included
processes detailing what should be done when a service
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TABLE V.
M acro
E co sy stem

M easu res (2),

Top codes for Each View Element at the Macro- and Mesolevels
M eso -N av y /M arine C orps

M eso-A rm y

M eso -A ir F orce

n/a

S tandardized (3)

S tandardized (2)

M ilitary T reatm ent Facility

M ilitary T reatm ent Facility

M ilitary T reatm ent Facility

(M T F ) C o m m an d er (18)

(M T F ) C o m m a n d er (18)

In teg rated (1)
Stakeh o ld ers

A sst. Secretary o f the
A ir Force, N avy, A rm y,
and R eserve A ffairs (52)
S u rg eo n G eneral o f the

D eputy C hief, B U M E D .
M edical O p erations (14)

A ir Force, N avy, and

M ental H ealth T echnician (13)

A rm y (9)

M ental h ealth C are

Secretary o f the A ir Force,
N avy, and A rm y (8)

P ro v id er (8)
R egional C o m m an d er (7)

P rim ary C are Pro v id ers (8)

(M T F ) C o m m a n d er an d /o r

A sst. C h ie f o f Staff,

R eserve M edical

O perations (14)

C o m m a n d er (26)

M ental H ealth
T echnician (13)
A sst. C h ie f o f Staff,
Inform ation
M an ag em en t (7)
R egional M edial
C o m m a n d er (7)
R egional C o m m an d er (7)

M ental H ealth Flight
C o m m a n d er or
E q u iv alent-C om m issioned
o r N o n com m issioned
O fficer (19)
M ental H ealth
T e chnician (13)
Installation C o m m a n d er (6)
M A JC O M /D irect
R eporting U n it (S R U )
S G o r E q u iv ale n t (5)

S trategy

O rganization

G oal (20),

G oal (24),

G oal (14),

P erio d icity (5),

P erio d icity (5),

C ollaboration (2)

C o re v alue list (4),

Strategic Plan (4)

S trategic Plan (4),

P rom otes S h ared V ision (4),

P ro m o tes shared v ision (4),

C o re V alue L ist (4)

G oal (1),
P rom otes Shared V ision (1),
Perform ance M easures (1)

P erfo rm an ce M easures (4)

P erfo rm an ce M easures (4),

T reatm en t (7),

M ultidisciplinary (2)

R E S P E C T -M il (4),

D o cum ent (2),

P sy ch o lo g ical (e.g..

Prev en tio n v. resilience vs.

O pen to D iscussions (2),

C o llab o rativ e (2)

D ep ressio n , P T S D ) (7),

T reatm en t (2)

Physical (4),

E m bedded B ehavioral
H ealth (2)

M ild (4).
C o llab o rativ e (3),
M eetin g Freq u en cy (3),
R esilien ce (3)
P rocess

M acro-M H S

M eso -N av y /M arines

M eso-A rm y

M eso -A ir Force

U n stab le, D angerous to S e lf

C o m m an d er-D irected

T ransferring M ental H ealth

C om m ander-D irected

o r O thers, o r N eed for
U rg en t M edic (7)
A ssess M edical and
F u n ctio n al S tatu s (5)
E nsure B asic Physical
N eed s A re M et (5)
M o n ito r an d F o llo w -U p (5)
A ssess P re-E xisting

E v alu atio n s (C D E)

R ecords and C oordination

E v aluations (C D E )

P ro ced u res (10)

o f C are at the T im e o f

P rocedures (10)

H igh Interest Patient

Perm anent C h an g e o f

H igh Interest Patient

P ro ced u res (9)
O v ersig h t Procedures (8)
A ccess to C are
G u id elin es (7)
M an ag em en t o f P atients in

Psychiatric and M edical

C risis (D uring D uty and

C o n d itio n s (4)

A fter-D u ty H ours) (6)

Station (9)
D eploym ent M ental
H ealth A ssessm ent (8)
U S A M E D C O M -S ustainD evelop-C apture
P rocedures (8)
O versight P rocedures (8)
A ccess to C are
G uidelines (7)

P rocedures (9)
T ransferring M ental
H ealth R ecords and
C oordination o f C are
at the T im e o f P erm anent
C h an g e o f Station (9)
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M a c ro Level

where specific metrics and analytics associated with the eco
system were mentioned, both found in the DoD/VA Clinical
Practice Guidelines for PTSD.28 The second macrolevel
ecosystem code, integrated, was also found in the DoD/VA
Clinical Practice Guidelines for PTSD28 and indicated the
“need to maintain a coordinated continuum of care for chronic
co-morbidities” via a coordinated enterprise. The Infrastruc
ture view element referred to some common IT architectural
elements and interoperability that was enforced by the shared
medical record system. Armed Forces Health Longitudinal
Technology Application.
The infrequent consideration of the Ecosystem and Infra
structure view elements suggests that the policies and docu
mentation of the MPHE may not consider these views
holistically. Harrison et al21 find that health care enteiprises
often encounter unintended consequences from sociotechnical
interactions, including workflows, culture, social interactions,
and information technologies. For example, given the increas
ing role that Infrastructure may play in facilitating the Post
deployment Health Assessment processes,31 considering the
potential unintended consequences, such as privacy concerns,
could prove to be beneficial long-term. Thus, we suggest
the following:
Future State Architecting Recommendation 4

member appears unstable, dangerous to self or others, or
need for urgent medical care and processes to assess pre
existing psychiatric and medical conditions. Most processes
were observed in the DoD/VA Clinical Practice Guidelines
for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).28 There were also
some supporting processes observed, for example, the new
processes defining how the new Directors of Psychological
Health for each U.S. Service Branch should meet.29 Thus, it
appears that for processes, there are some macrolevel doc
uments that guide both mental health care at the patientprovider level as well as high-level supporting processes.
The inclusion of both task-specific and supporting processes
has been found to be a best practice in EA and transforma
tion. For example, Nightingale and Rhodes30 emphasize that
lifecycle and supporting or enabling processes are necessary
for an enterprise to create value for its stakeholders. This
observation leads us to the following recommendation:

In architecting its future state, DHA should consider its eco
system and IT systems more explicitly in MPHE policies
to ensure that both the overall system is considered and
that IT is supporting future psychological health initiatives
where possible.

Mesolevel Analysis
Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of each view element that
was discussed within the mesolevel documents collected for each
U.S. Military Service Branch. Processes is the best represented or
strongest mesolevel EA view element (with 244 occurrences),
followed closely by Stakeholders (with 240 occurrences).
Organization and Strategy are the next two elements that
have significant occurrences (51 and 45, respectively).
Knowledge, Ecosystem, and Infrastructure were represented
the least, with 11, 7, and 6 occurrences, respectively.

Process
Future State Architecting Recommendation 3

Given the current state documentation, the MPHS should
provide macrolevel policies that are very specific to both
preventative and acute mental health care processes and pro
vide guidance for supporting processes.

Ecosystem and Infrastructure
The EA view elements with the fewest codes were Ecosystem
and Infrastructure. For Ecosystem, there were two codes. The
first, measures, indicates that there were two occurrences
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Overall, the processes documented for each service were
focused on patient-related processes, including when to con
duct line commander-directed evaluations, access to care
guidelines, and guidelines for pre- and postdeployment men
tal health assessments. For example, commander-directed
evaluations are assessments completed by medical or line
commanders for a variety of concerns including fitness for
duty, safety concerns, or significant changes in performance
or mental state. 32 Overall, there were some similarities in the
types of processes described by each service. For example,
the three branches all had some form of access to care
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Mesolevel EA analysis (bars ordered from top— infrastructure, to bottom—ecosystem).

guidelines. The Air Force processes, particularly as outlined
in Air Force Instruction3 ' appeared to be more detailed than
the Navy/Marine Corps and Army documentation. This
could be in part because the Air Force is smaller and can
provide more specific instruction because of having a smaller
group of service members and providers. Compared to the
macroevel, fewer processes were related to supporting pro
cesses such as oversight procedures at the mesolevel. Again,
because including task-specific and supporting processes are
ideal when architecting an enterprise5 we suggest the follow
ing recommendation:
Future State Architecting Recommendation 5

Given the current state documentation, the MPF1E should
provide more mesolevel policies that provide guidance for
supporting processes.

concept has not resulted in shared or mutual recognition of
line and medical roles within the mesolevel documentation.
This may also be indicative of unclear roles between MTF
and line commanders in practice. This observation reinforces
our Future State Proposition 2 and the shared roles and
responsibilities of medical and line commanders should be
included in future state documentation as opposed to only
medical or only line command stakeholders. Also, although
most of the stakeholders mentioned across Army, Navy/
Marine Corps, and Air Force were similar, there were some
notable exceptions. For example, the Army more explicitly
refers to the role of their Assistant Chief of Staff for Infor
mation Management & Operations, whereas the other Ser
vice Branches did not frequently refer to an information
management role or stakeholder. Future research should con
sider the gains from using these additional roles to determine
if they would be beneficial across all Service Branches.

Stakeholders
The most commonly cited Stakeholder across all services
was the military treatment facility (MTF) commander,
followed by mental health technicians, providers, and pro
gram managers/directors. Unlike the macrolevel documenta
tion, there was a noticeable lack of line command positions
mentioned in the mesolevel documentation. The one role
that was discussed for line commanders was their role in
commander-directed evaluations. Thus, although the litera
ture suggests that mental health is not only a medical com
mand function but also a line command function,34 this
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Future State Architecting Recommendation 6

Each Service Branch should share information with the other
Branches about the stakeholder roles that are currently used
and have been beneficial to the MPHE in order to leverage the
benefits of such roles across all Branches where appropriate.

Ecosystem, Knowledge, and Infrastructure
The EA view elements with the fewest codes were
Eecosystem, Kknowledge, and Infrastructure. For Ecosys
tem, both Army and Air Force expressed the need for a
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standardized from of information from the MPHE to outside
organizations, for example, civilian providers, and vice versa.
For Infrastructure, physical facilities were mentioned, but the
overall information technology (IT) and communications
architecture was only mentioned by Navy/Marine Corps, not
Army or Air Force. This may be because the IT infrastructure
is primarily defined at the macrolevel. However, the lack of
discussion about Knowledge exchange and sharing at the
macrolevel was 1 unexpected finding. All Service Branches
mentioned the importance of having a time when they period
ically invested in continuous training for key assets. Only the
Army mentioned having mental health communities of prac
tice to exchange knowledge. Therefore, examining the effec
tiveness of such communities of practice and implementing
them across Service Branches is another area of future
research and a possible opportunity for improvement for the
Service Branches.
Future State Architecting Recommendation 7

Methods for exchanging mental health information for shared
patients, and knowledge, including treatment best practices,
within and across the military branches and with outside civil
ian providers should be further developed and documented.
Conclusions and Implications for Leadership
By applying a systematic EA approach, we identified the most
and least dominant view elements of the enterprise and several
recommendations that can inform future architecting activities.
The MPHE should consider the following practical implica
tions as they consider implementing the recommendations.
First, the MPHE should recognize where they have very
strong documentation. Across the macro- and mesolevels,
the MPHE appears to be Process- and Stakeholder-oriented.
Within the Stakeholder view, greater emphasis on the shared
responsibilities of line and medical leadership for the macroand mesolevels is recommended. The implementation of this
recommendation could take many forms. One change could
be to explicitly address macrolevel documentation (that is
usually written for line commander guidance) to medical
commanders and to explicitly address mesolevel documenta
tion (that is usually written for medical commander guidance)
to line commanders. This has been done in some documenta
tion,3^ and would help to ensure that two major categories of
stakeholders are aware of each other's MPHE roles and policy
changes. A more extensive change would be to have shared
authorship of MPHE documentation by line and medical com
manders; although this approach may be more time consum
ing, this would further ensure that both roles are reflected
in MPHE documentation and practices.
For the Process view, greater emphasis on supporting
processes is recommended for the macro- and mesolevels.
Since supporting processes, for example, quality assurance
processes.30 enable rather than directly result in enterprise
success, they can be overlooked but can be critical for the
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success of the core pre-, during, and postdeployment MPHE
processes. Although these types of supporting processes
may be documented in other DHA policies, knowing how
such policies impact the MPHE directly could be beneficial
for the MPHE's ability to support its core processes. For
example, research suggests a shortage of mental health providersr but supporting human resource processes for address
ing this shortage was not identified in our analysis of the
32 MPHE documents. Implementing this recommendation
could include more cross-referencing of such research in
the official policies and documentation of the MPHE.
Ecosystem, Knowledge, and Infrastructure were the least
represented view elements across the MPHE documentation.
This may explain some of the challenges with sharing
knowledge about psychological health programs and best
practices across the MPHE as well as sharing medical record
information across professionals that may care for the same
patient or family. Sharing best practices across the MPHE
may be critical for the provision of high-quality, evidencebased care.37 Sharing appropriate patient information across
professionals has also been found to impact the quality of
care for certain specialties.38 Leadership should consider
developing a more Knowledge-driven MPHE, encouraging
patient-centric use of available data and online knowledge
communities for providers that involves the relevant military
and civilian stakeholders.
There are limitations to our study and ways that we
attempted to mitigate those limitations. First, we aimed to
include psychological health policy documents for service
members and their families; our search did include some such
policies, for example, the Navy Bureau of Medicine and Sur
gery Instruction 6320.70 that established guidance for involve
ment in the Family Advocacy Program for Naval MTFs.39
However, the search still identified significantly more poli
cies targeted to service members as opposed to families. Future
MPHE policies should more explicitly explain how they may
impact families. Future EA research should also consider a
study exclusively on familial policies in the DHA.
One methodological weakness was that the search criteria
targeted psychological health as opposed to health in general.
Although this study focused on psychological health, we rec
ognize that psychological health at the enterprise level is inex
tricably embedded in the overall DHA and the search may
have led to a narrowed view of the enterprise. To minimize
this weakness, the selected keywords were searched such that
even a document that mentioned the search terms was consid
ered for inclusion. Furthermore, several of the included docu
ments were not specific to psychological health per se, for
example, the Stakeholder Report for the enterprise.26 Future
research should consider expanding the search criteria to
include all health policy documents to provide an even more
holistic analysis of the enterprise.
Also, as an abductive qualitative study, many of the con
cepts, for example, the key stakeholders, were found during
the inductive portion of the data collection and thus were
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not a part of the deductive portion of the design. In order to
mitigate this limitation, after each round of coding such
codes were searched for again throughout the 32 studied
documents. Also, as a qualitative study, we did quantify the
frequency with which a concept was mentioned in the docu
mentation but did not measure the concepts through other
quantitative methods such as survey or medical record data.
For future theory testing, quantitative studies should exam
ine the relationship between the EA view elements and
patient outcomes where appropriate. Finally, the findings are
specific to the U.S. MPHE and we did not attempt to gener
alize these findings to other military or civilian health sys
tems. Future research should examine the relevance of our
recommendations in other health system settings.
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